Fully Reversible Windows
with the Network VEKA difference...

A revolutionary solution to the
complications of window maintenance
in multi-storey buildings. With versatile
Fully Reversible Windows there’s no
compromise on looks or performance.
Particularly popular in homes with hard-to-access upper-floor
windows, opting for a Fully Reversible solution offers unique and
unhindered access to both sides of the window, making them
a breeze to clean.

It helps to have a guaranteed expert on your side...

Distinguished by a sash
(the opening part of the
window) that can be
turned completely insideout, all moving parts
remain outside, minimising
the chances of any soapy
water dripping into the
room while cleaning.
The functionality of Fully Reversible
Windows makes them incredibly
versatile in terms of the varying degrees
of ventilation they offer. When closed,
however, they boast exceptional weather
resistance. Equally adept at keeping the

Customer Satisfaction is
crucial to our organisation,
it’s what our reputation
is built upon.

warmth in, Fully Reversible Windows
from your local Network VEKA member
offer the same, superior energy and
acoustic-insulation ratings of VEKA’s other
double and tripleglazed PVC-U window
systems, helping to minimise outdoor
noise and significantly reducing your
heating bills.

Key Features

Available in a wide range of colours and
woodgrain finishes, Fully Reversible
Windows are easily tailored to suit
any home. You can even choose, for
example, to pair a white interior finish
with a woodgrain exterior, should that best
complement your decoration or design
scheme.

Strong & secure

Naturally, all Fully Reversible Windows
come with the long-life, low maintenance
and insurance-backed guarantees you
would expect from Network VEKA.

Entire window can be turned
back on itself for easy cleaning
Ideal for externally
inaccessible windows
Long life & low maintenance

High security locking systems
Energy efficient
Wide range of colours
and glazing options
Network VEKA comprehensive
ten year insurance-backed
guarantee
Manufactured in the UK using
systems from The VEKA UK
Group

Network VEKA collates feedback from every single customer, to see how good
a job its members are doing.
Filling in and returning your customer satisfaction questionnaire not only lets Network VEKA
know how happy you are, but also activates your insurance-backed guarantee.
Be honest, our reputation is important to us!

“I believe in the honesty and integrity
of this organisation
and its members.”

KJM Windows & Conservatories
9 Mylen Business Centre
Andover
Hampshire
SP10 3HR
01264 359355
sales@kjmgroup.co.uk www.kjmgroup.co.uk

Steve Davis OBE
Network VEKA
Brand Ambassador

For more information about the organisation and the guarantees that safeguard your home improvements, ask your Network VEKA member for a copy of the brochure.
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It helps to have a guaranteed expert on your side...
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